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0ィ introductiOn

The educational pendulum has swung back and fOrth thrOughout the twenty― five centuries of

language teaching. FOur language skilis――speaking, Istening, reading, and writing― ―have
received varying degrees Of cOnsideration depending upon where the pendulum happened to

point at at a given period of tilne.In theory,it is listening and speaking that have been currently

recognized as a main area Of active interest(Dulay, Burt, and Krashen 1982, Terrell 1982;

(}ibbons 1985). The other twO skills seena to be placed in the backdrOp of today's educational

scene in general.ToO,13nghsh teachers here in Japan(especiaHy those at a junior high sch001

level)seeln rnOre preoccupied with instilatiOn of ora1/aural communicative ab』 ity in the learner

while paying Only a lip service tO reム ding and writing activities.This holds particularly true

With WFiting whOse principal apprOachI■ *キ has been 10ng identified with translation in this

country.′ro many the fact remains a sOrry state of affairs,for translatiOn has been regarded

not as a trustful teaching resource but rather as an undesirable appendage to the secOnd

language education 、vhose prevalence in Japan can Only be relegated to the lack Of better

approaches tO teaching writing. The misgivings many feel tOward translation are not

unfoundedi there are evidences,observational and theoretical,against this particular apprOach.

And yet, the eudurance and prevalence, if nOthing else, Of this apprOach collapels us tO

reconsider its latent profits it might bear、 vhen viewed in a prOper perspective and applied in

a likewise prOper frame. frhe essential impetus fOr a successful second language learning

derives frolll,in my view,an integrated coordinatiOn of four aspects of language activity in a

more balanced manner.
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I Ctaims

Translation, as it is known in this country, is equipped with twin purposes of gra■ llnar

teaching and graIIarnar testillgo Practicany no exanlination of Enghsh is without a fan� liar

question Or two: Translate the fono、 ving JapaneSe sentence illto Enghsh. 
′
rhis question

addresses not so much the examinee's creative ability to express hirnself2 in the target language

as his lnemory capacity with regard to English vocabulary and its grammatical construction

Accordingly,a textbook which supposedly teaches the learner ho、 v to translate Japanese into

Esghsh asks,in effect,to memorize as many model sentences as possible.The mOdel sentences

are accompanied with their Japanese equivalents respectively,and they found their Ⅵ/ay into the

textbook owing to their presumed usefulness as a cue for the learner tO recall the target

sentence.Strictly speaking,therefore,the learner does not evenく translate'a Japanese sentence

intO English; rather, an he is trained to do through this approach is to come up 、vith an

appropriate response Ⅵ〆hich has been stOwed away upon being given a particular stimulus― ―a

cue in his own vernacular

The basic format of a textbook that clailns to teach writing through the approach outlined

above remains virtuany unchanged.Whether such textbooks were、 vritten thirty years ago or

just three FnOnths ago,(composition'textbooks available surprisingly resemble to each other in

their basic makeup. Below is a sketchy description of one of those books,

A textbook called 4斃 b″ [メ E夕9ξぬ力Cθ%ゅοSゲチカ%,which was published in 1956,insists on the

irnportance of ample exercises in grammar and rigorOus memorization of model sentences in

irnproving the learner's writing skill.(Ample exercises' include grammar reviews with, for

instance,transformational type of exercises。 (【

(Change the fonowing sentences into a passive

form.'り  The first fifty pages of this textbook are devoted to ilnprOving the learner's

grammatical knowledge,which is considered the first and hardest obstム de in the way toward

a more advanced writing level.With plenty exercises on each grammatical item coupled、 vith

detailed explanation on it, the authors of this textbook insist, the learner 、vill be able to

increase his writing ability eventually. The latter half of the textbook will theoretically en―

able the learner to become aく model― sentence bank'of a sort.The learner is asked to learn by

heart alrnost aH of the sentences which appear in the section that contain ilnportant syntactic

and/Or idiOmatic expressions instrumental in getting a good score in the exanlination. Each

sentence to be memorized is shOrt enough to encOurage memorization on the learner's side;

each chapter in this section is organized according to grammar units or universal sets

(《weather,"《 healthギ'tthObby,"and the like)in Order to facilitate and help maintain rnemorized

information And still there are close to one thousand sentences to be crammed with― ―quite a

feast even for the most gifted learner.

Obviously,arguments against such a memorization― oriented approach are easy to find What

folows is the list of criticiyns against translation froHi several standpoints

As is pointed out above, the model sentences are chosen on the basis of their degrees of
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usefuiness for the learner lf certain type of sentence is observed to appear more recurrently

than anOther in text or exercise books Or in exanlinatiOn questions,the sentence is sure to be

scooped up to make an entry in a composition textbook. In this regard, usefulness may be

equivalent、 vith frequency:the sentences are selected and listed in the composition textbook on

the same grOund aS that Of Mrord selection for any wOrd― frequency list. For one thing, it is

thrOugh this analogy that a criticism against translation is encited.

Each Japanese sententence in most cOmpOsition textbOoks is accOmpanied with one

correspoinding English sentence in the same manner as a word一 frequency list in which one

meaning and one meaning alone is assigned to each ttord. The  strict One― to― one

correspondence acrOss the two languages is subject to criticisn■ that is sirnilar in nature to the

one Twaddell raises、 vith regard to the word―meaning relationship in a 、vOrd― frequency list.

Twaddell(1973)cited ma,or weaknesses of a word― frequency hst by citing(1)polysemy,(2)

preposition,and(3)register.The weaknesses are shared by a composition textbook based on the

translation approach. First, strict One― to― one correspondence tends to reduce the optirnal

flexibility、 vhich a sentence could otherwise have An idea or a concept can be usually expressed

in many different forms Ⅵ/ithout causing the original thought any disturbing change. As for

vocabulary learning,「 Γwaddell goes as far as to clailla that rnemorizing matched pairs of words

in tw0 1anguages is an educational atrocity. Likewise, too much emphasis on memorizing

matched pairs of sentences across different languages would deprive a language of its innate

flexibility in the meaning― fOrna relationship,thus preventing a learner from becoming creative

in the target language.

Secondly,rnultiple rneaningness of a preposition connot adequately represented in the one― to―

one correspondence system of a word―frequency list, Neither can the memOrization― Oriented

approach of translation, In the compOsition textbook depicted above, prepositions are dealt

with in Part Four. AlthOugh each prepOsition is used in two or, at best, three different

sentences,reflecting respective meanings,other pOssible meanings of each preposition is cut out

for the sake Of silnplicity,which is indispensable to memorization Of lnodel sentences.Owing

to this oversirnplification,the textbook fails to prOvide adequate informatiOn On preposition

usage.

Thirdly, just as a word― frequency list prOves insufficient when it cOmes to a question Of

actual usage in different types of discipline,so can the paired sentences in this textbOok offer

little help when the learner faces a matter of register. In other、 vOrds,the textbook lacks a

meaningful cOntext、vhereby the learner could choose appropriate sentences.

Total lack of a meaningful envirOnment imphes more than a matter of proper sentence

choice. Stern defines a good language learner as the one who 《
attend to the four areas of

competence〔 from,meaning,cOmmunication,creat� ity〕 simultaneously from the beginning

〔Of leamning〕 "(Stern 1975:309).In contrast,the translation exercises found in this textbOok

provide no Opportunity at aH for the learner to apply his knowledge in a communicative

context,which、 vill most likely keep the learner from becoming a good language user.

As is suggested by the definition of a g00d ianguage learner above,there is a fusion of fOrm
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and meaning when he successfuHy uses the target language.That is to say, a good language

learer seems to take the forni for granted and thus can focus on rnessage― ―meaning.′rhis ability

to use the target language with maxilnum attention on meaning while paying H� nirnum

attention to forna is said to be hard to come by in the translation type of exercisses,for the

leaner has Japanese sentences constantly in his view,which forces hiln to concentrate on the

form of a sentence.Keepillg a Japanese sentence to be translated within the learner's constant

vie、v tends to bring about some damaging effects on his performance For example, Robert

Lado(1978)found in his experirnent on translation that translation、 vhich proceeds froni surface

structures(that is,with the original sentence in one's view)cauSes greater negative influence

froHl a native language than delayed translation(that is,without the original sentence in one's

view)does.

The negative influence― ―sometirnes called interference as opposed to transfer― ―from the

learner's native tongue that Lado observed in the surface― to― surface translation consists of

three categories,The first category is the carryover of syntax or vocabulary of the learner's

native language(Spanish,in this instance).This type of negative influence is likely to result in

demonstrably non― Englsh sentences. The second category includes long, run― on sentences,

although they otherwise show acceptable English grammatical patterns.The last category has

those sentences that somehow seem awkward in construction.

Lado's findings correlate with some of the characteristic errors the Japanese learner reveals

in his writings.At the beginning level,the Japanese learner often shOws errors of the fisrt tⅥ /o

categoriesi obvious ungrammaticanty and/。 r eVidence of negative influence froni the Japanese

language. At more advanced levels, the problem in writing in English is not so much

ungraHllnaticality as unnaturalness or stiltedness, Conversely, Lado's experirllent shows us

what a translation method with a Japanese sentence in one's view cannot achieve. The

composition textbook above assumes that a palpable differences between a low level of

proficiency and that of higher proficiency lies in the length of a sentence to be translated.Lado's

conclusion,however,contradicts with such a view.NO matter howく advanced'the learner may

be considered in the tranlation technique described so far, it 、vould be unhkely that he can

create an Enghsh sentence natural enOugh to be genuinely commuicative.

Finany,fronl an educational standpoint comes another nudge against translation to the effect

that the translation type of exercises with their content already provided tends to deprive the

learner of the necessary opportunity to conceive and put for、 vard an original thought for

hilnself(Hatori 1982:31-33)This,in]■ atori's eye,is an educational fanacy the teacher must

carefuHy circumvent: exclusive translation exercises may produce a learner、 vho is good at

manipulating the for■l of a language but M/ho is alar■ lingly poor at fornling and expressing his

own thought or emotional reaction in the target language.

H Counterclaims

As has been outhned so far,translation is not necessarily looked upon with favor.Judging
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frona the pointed remarks on its negative aspect,we can assume the status translation is given

to be very low in today's language education cOlnrnunity in general:it is an educational outcast

at best.There are,hO、 vever,some who dO stand by this notorious approach. AmOng thena is

lsaac WIOrris(1956), who placed the skills involved in translation above an Other linguistic

activities.AccOrding to hiln,tO be able to translate a message frOm One language into another

(and vice versa)presupposes not only a sophisticated cOHunand On syntax and vocabulary of the

respective languages but also a wide range of backgrOund knowledge of the target language

and its culture.Accordingly,he considers the ultirnate gOal of foreign language learning to be

the ability tO translate(Okuda 1985:92).AnOther nOted guardian Of this apprOach is Watanabe

of Sophia l」 niversity.In his famous cOntroversy Over Japan's Enghsh education with Hiraizunli,

a member Of House of Counci10rs,(1975)he persuasively argues fOr the traditiOnal rnethOd Of

language learning and teaching Translation, a10ng with Other cOnventional disciplines in

foreign language learning, does promote the learner's intenectual as weH as hnguistic

development,according to hirn.

In Order to understand these cOntrasting views On the same subject,we need quickly go over

the cOurse in histOry which translatiOn has fOnowed to date.

Translation as a teaching resource has come a long way― ―prObably much longer than 、ve

usually think it is lndeed,we can trace it as far as tO the Roman perlod.As Keny(1969)has

shoM/n in his boOk, translation was developed as a scholarly exercise during the third and

second centuries B C. by the first Roman poets. During the Renaissance periOd in which

styhstic nicety was of utmOst impOrtance,translation reached its height

One property which、 vas always attributed tO translation throughOut its 10ng histOry is that

it、vas an exercise taken as being appropriate for advanced learners.The Romans reserved the

exercise for the mature scholar, so did more contemporary S、veet and Jespersen. AlthOugh

these names are always assOciated with the Direct �rethod(in which the use Of the learner's

native tOngue is usuaHy fOrbidden, resulting in a near― total exclusion Of translation from

teaching resOurce),even they admit that translation definitely has its use in the advanced stage

of learning(Kelly ibid.:176).By Ke■ y's account,in fact,the history of language teaching was
(く

do■linated by translation,which,at certain tilnes,has even driven reading and cOmposition"

(p.171)from the particular ficld.

Seen in this light,translation seems more pro■ lising as a teaching too1 0f a living language

than has been suggested by equaly relentless appraisals from theoretical, psycholinguistical,

and educational viewpoints mentioned in the foregoing section.what is now interesting is the

question as tO why such a formerly influentialrnethod in teaching a foreignlanguage has cOme

to be held in cOntempt as beilag ineffectual in allllost all regards. In Order to understand the

pivotal issuc here, 、ve have to exanline what happened to this approach in the nineteenth

century German.

While translation remained as a respectable methOd to ilnpart in the learner the ability tO

creatively lnanipulate a living iaIIgtlage(Latin was a living language up until the WIiddle Ages),

the methOd persisted even after the language had slipped out of use and placed itself among the
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dead languages. Unfortunately for trallslation,the approach was not unsuited to dissect and

analyze the dead language as wen,so much so that it became illtrinsically associated with the

dead, not living, language. It was not until KarI P16ts had fished out the approach froni the

stockroom for the dead languages during the nineteenth century in German that it was again

made use of to teach several living languages such as German,French, and Enghsh(Okuda

ibid.:89〉 ThiS Was,however,not a happy revival for translation:on the contrary,what P16ts

resurrected was its frame,not its spirit.The textbook P10ts published consisted of gra■ lrnatical

rules and their exceptions coupled 、vith rather meaningless, senseless sentences whose

ilnmediate obiectiVe was to confirm and consondate the learner's solid grasp of a grammatical

rule in question― ―a prototype of today's composition textbooks based on translation. frhe

meaning to be shared and appreciated was left out completely frOm what he wrote. 1■ is

textbooks are said to have become enormOusly popular throughout Europe at that tirne,and

the approach behind became known as Traditional Method or Grammar― Translation A/1ethod

(GTM)
As we can see even froni the scant description of the course in history which translation has

folowed,it is translation viewed as a characteristic property Of GTM that has been repeatedly

criticized as unfit for foreign language teaching today. Much dispute over the potentials of

translation as a language teaching resource turns out,in actuanty,the one over GTM,or rnore

precisely,over translation lnisrepresented by GTA/1.Belo、 v is an outline of GTM,with its basic

defining features:

1.Classes are taught in the mOther tongue with little active use of the target language

2.h/1uch vocabulary is taught in the form of bits of isolated words.

3.Long elaborate explanation of the intricacies of granllnar are given,

4.Grammar provides the rule for putting words together,and instruction often focuses on the

form and inflection of words.

5.Reading of classical text is begun early.

6. Little attention is paid to the cOntent of texts, M/hich are treated as exercises in

granllnatical analysis.

7.Often the only drills are exercises in translating disconnected sentences from the target

language into the mother tongue.

8.Little or no attention is given to pronunciation.

(Celce― �rurcia&A/1clntosh 1979:3)

Caught up in the frame of GT� 笙above,translation became an approach heavily biased toward

granllnar.In Keny's words,the emphasis,which had once been On ideas and grace of expression,

was now on structure and linguistic equivalence(ibid.:176).In this M〆 ay,GTh/1 helped deprive

translation of its inherent property――a constructive,creative control over the language― ―which

the ancient Romans and their descendants had for so long known and cherished.The entangle―

ment of translation with G「 rh/1 eventua■ y lead to its tarnished reputation some of whose
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manifestation are evident in the evaluatiOns Of this apprOach by TwaddeH,Lado,and Hatori

respectively.

On tOp Of this,、 vriting in general received Only a subordinate positiOn in the fOreign language

educatiOn hierarchy、 vhen newer apprOaches were deve10ped in an attempt tO replace G「 FM
toward the end Of the nineteenth century, In Japan in particular, Oral A/fethod, which 

、vas
cultivated and intrOduced into this cOuntry by H.E Pallner in 1922,first set out tO reforlll the

teaching methOd010gy deeply rOOted in GTM.After Wo W.II,Co C Fries of 
�τichigan University

hke、vise inaugrated a refOr■ l by rneans Of Oral ApprOach,Or Audio― Lingual Approach,with its
then pOpular habit― fOrmation theory and pattern practice(Katayama et al,1985:50-75).What

is cOmmon between these twO newer approaches is their emphasis On the sound aspect Of

langtlage, undOubtedly reflexing the linguisitc as weH as psycho10gical theOries advanced at

that tiFne in the first language■ 1lheu(see BrO、 vn 1981, for instance)The linguistic theOry in
particular has it that language is priFnarily a sOund, 、vith the written fOrm occuping a minor
place in the dO■linance cOnfiguration.The presumed primacy of speech Over writing may be

appreciated in the definitiOns Of language found in sOme dictiOnaries.COnsider,fOr example,the

following definitiOn:

〔Language is〕 the aspect of human behavior that inv01ves the use of υοθα′ sounds in
meaningful patterns and,p力ιη励り 傷たちじο/%ψο%プゲηg勿 歳々夕%り物ぅοぬ3to form,express,

and cOmmunicate thoughts and feelings(τ ttι 4物♂ηどα%膨rt斃9Dん滅つ%αυ げ 励ι βηξぬカ
とαη♂%ιビ91969:736).

We can infer frOm the very 、vay in、 vhich the italicized portiOns are sequenced the relative

standings of speech and M/riting: speech primary, writing secondary. Or cOnsider the next

example where language is expressly equated with speech:

langttage:A system of cOnllnunication by sOund, i, e.,through the Organs of speech and

hearing, arllong human beings Of a certain grOup or community, using vOcal symb01s

possessing arbitrary cOnventiOnal meaning(Pei&GaynOr D″
力わ2,9Q/Lケη酔 たしics 1969:

119).

In terms Of the prOcess of language acquisitiOn,Inoreover,it is dOubtless that a child learning

his first language is expOsed to the sOund for quite a 10ng period of tirne before he ever begins

to read Or write.Ho■ lrever,it Mrould be extremely exigent tO assume from our experience in the

first language acquisitiOn alone that the second language learning shOuld foHOw the sane

sequence.While the line between One's first and second language acquisitiOns may be ttso thin

that it is practicaHy indistinguishable''(Stern 1983:ii)in many instances,nO scieIItific evidence

avallable tO date suggests that the twO processes may Overlap neatly withOut any distinctive

turtt Of their Own(see Brown ibid.)To put in a classical skepticism tO this effect, the

paraHehsm view is hard pressed to answer Just M/hat it is that rnakes the langLtage acquisitiOn
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harder the second tirne around contrary to our common experience that indicates the exact

opposite is true with most other instances.(「 rhink of,for instance,t、 vo silnilar sports such as

baseban and softbaH。 )As this casual observation shows,there is no compelling evidence against

reposing in the 、vriting activity more trust than has been the case lately, especially when it

comes to the second,not first,language learning.Although the sound aspect of language rnay

be predonlinant during the earher stage of the individual's life,the fact does nOt guarantee at

an that the second language learning should start ttrith exposing the learner to the sound of the

target language,as is indicated by Dulay,Burt,and Krashen(ibid)

With regard to translation, in particular, possible advantages should be more carefuny

、veighed against its proved disadvantages,chiefly,however,the villain is the frame laid dOTvll

by GTAな that bound translation up Ⅵ/ith mechanical, structure―oriented activities, When

divorced from (}「 rA/1 pernicious to its creative virility, translation could again assume an

indispensable,if not exclusive,role in the teaching as、 vell as learning a foreign language We,

therefore,carefully tear the gripping hands of GTh/1 off translation in order for the approach

to restore its due credit.To achieve this end,the foHowing suggestions should be taken into

account:

1.A strict one― to― one correspondence at the level of linguistic foFm across the languages

should be discardedi there are usuably rllore than one possible way to express a given

thought or concept.

2.There is nO theoretical ground knoMrn that encourages the learner to memorize a matched

pair of sentences in irnproving his Mrriting ability, As A/1iller (1964)pointed out, a

memorization― oriented approach is mathematicany inadequate in accounting for the

characteristic novelty of sentences(01ler 1979 : 22)。  AlsO we should reahze the human

mechanisHl of forgetting― ―は
cognitive pruning"(Brown ibid.:74)

3, Prevention of negative influence(interference)froni the native tongue should be kept in

alind while positive transfer recognized and encouraged.Comparative studies between the

two languages are to be more productively employed in the process of translation.This

will probably make the learner rnore sensitive to the intricacies of the languages inv01ved.

4.A sentence to be translated should be accompanied by a lneaningful context by、 vhich the

sentence itself becomes relevant to the learner A meaningful sentence 耶′in help the

learner to infer the illocutionary message of a sentence,resulting in a strengthened ability

to empathize with others Thus the learner can be trained to think and react to the

cognitive as、 vell as affective aspect of the message thrOugh the process of translation.

I‖  Sunlmary

Translation exercises are not a stilllulus― response activity in a Skinnerian sense. On the

contrary,they may possibly serve as a rehable teaching resource in developing communicative

competence in the second language more than current theories biased toward the sound aspect
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of language indicate.The possibility does not dirninish when we direct our attention to some of

the crucial differences between the first and secOnd language learning prOcesses ln addition,a

glance at the historical curriculun vitae of translatiOn supports this viewi at various phases in

history the apprOach was cOlasidered highly colnpetent in teaching as well as learning a living

foreign language,It alsO shO、 vs that the tdustbin'view Of translatiOn resulted fronl an unhappy

marriage of this approach with Gf「 M in the nineteenth century Europe. What is necessary,

therefOre,is tO reexanline translatiOn in a different sOrt of frame.Such a vie、 vpOint win shed

a new light on the creative aspect germane to translation.At a practical level,it will turn out

to be useful l1/hen a(controlled'composition is tOO cOntroHed or when a〔 free'colapOsition t00

free.The possible contribution of translation tO the development Of One's linguistic control is

recognized not only by some language teachers but also by some scholars in related fields,、
vith

an eminent Russian psychO10gist Luria,4 for eXalnple,among them.

Notes

l.Strictly speaking,〔 approachデ (methOdr and ttechnique'ought to be distinguished(see Anthony

1963,for example).HOwever,these wOrds are interchangeably used in this presentation.The

chOice of one Over anOther is a result of purely stylistic cOnsideration.

2 While l accept the principle of tnon― sexist language' in schOlarly writing, I have used

masculine forms throughOut this presentation On the grOund that they can be understood as

unmarked fOr sex unless other、 vise indicated by the context.

3.Italics prOvided.

4.Luria(1979:277)states that translating a message frool One language into another involves

more than a change in fOrnl, that it is a coコnplicated mental process whose principal

advantage bears On the fOrH� ng Of thOught and On One's attrareness of such an intellectual

process
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